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“...showcase the evolution of our 














Chemical vs. Plasma Propulsion
Chemical (hypergolic)
- Isp = 250-450 s
- uex = 5-10 km s
-1
- Thrusts of ~1 N
per unit input mass
Plasma (Hall thrusters, ion, SEP)
- Isp = 2000-5000 s
- uex = ~30 km s
-1
- Thrusts of ~0.01 N















Sources of High Speed Particles















Magnetic Reconnection Experiment 
(MRX)
Innovate?
State-of-the-art Better, Faster, Cheaper



















Parnell et al. (1996)
Parnell et al. (2007): Perturb field so that current is induced along spine
MHD Modeling
Solve with physical 
parameters:
m = 2 mH
B0 = 1 T
l = 1 m





Reconnection will occur on very short timescaleslimits: εjze
ωt < 1 ; S~102
Kinetic Modeling
How do charged particles respond 
to externally imposed boundary 
conditions?
Plasma flow along spine must be 
driven by driven perturbation
Produce Initial Magnetic Field





















Is there an existing technology that can produce such fields?
Perturbation Driving Plasma Flow
Pontin et al. (2011) applied 
circular magnetic field
perturbation to existing neutral 
point potential field
Enabling Technology












sheath with circular 
magnetic field!







t = 1x10-8 1x10-7 s
Theoretical
Perturbation
Induced Electric Field Evolution
Acts to initialize plasma motions
Kinetic Modeling
Theoretical
Potential field PLUS 
Perturbation
Experimental




Solves plasma motion in charge density space
y=0 Plane ; spine up/down z=0 Plane ; spine in/out
Engineering Considerations






-Inner electrode (anode) radius













-Feed rate and pressure
-Determines thrust
Engineering - Thermodynamics
Electrode degradation due to 
charged particle bombardment







10 MW – nuclear
200 kW – SAFE-2 fission




- Working towards first publication
- MHD, kinetic models, engineering
- Grant writing
- FSGC, Space Technology Research, NIAC
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